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Problems Encountered in Space Rendezvous and Docking- A Brief Study 
 

Sachin Barthwal*, Shankar Narayan Y S*, Ramkumar M S* and Ranganath R** 
*Spacecraft Quality Assurance Group, R&QA, URSC, Bangalore- 560 094 

**Project Director, SPADEX Mission, IRS-SSS Programme, URSC, Bangalore- 560 094 
 
Abstract: Space rendezvous and Docking (RVD) is one of the complex space technologies and even 
small problems may result in failure of the mission. In this backdrop, it is crucial to study the problems 
encountered in other space rendezvous and docking missions and efforts needed to prevent them. This 
paper presents some of them, along with the possible root cause and ways to mitigate such problems.  
 
1. Introduction  
 
The study of problems encountered, ascertaining the root cause and their prevention are important in 
aerospace industries to improve performance. In this context, the review of the problems encountered & 
the lessons learnt in international Space rendezvous and Docking missions can be considered as one of the 
inputs while configuring and designing new rendezvous & docking experiments. This study has the 
following objectives:  
 
 To identify the potential causes of failures. 
 To build safety into designs.  
 Verify and validate plans and procedures.  
 Focus on high risk areas in design, development and testing.  
 Risk assessment in acceptance of deviations and waivers.  
 Identify and develop detailed remedial actions to correct mistakes, failures, accidents, mishaps and 

safety problems.  
 Assist in prioritizing attention in areas particularly vulnerable to critical oversights and human errors. 

 
2. Problems encountered in RVD missions  
2.1. Gemini-IV, 1965 [1] 

 
 Problem:  

Astronaut attempted to maneuver Gemini 4 closer to the inert Titan stage by pointing the nose of the 
spacecraft towards the target and firing short bursts of Gemeni maneuvering thrusters towards the 
target. This “eyeball” method of rendezvous only resulted in the increase in distance between the 
spacecraft and stage over time. This resulted in unsuccessful rendezvous and docking. 
 

 Root cause:  
• Wrong estimation of orbital mechanics thrusting of spacecraft with eyeball method changes orbital 

altitude and velocity relative to the target. Same action, made Gemini-IV to move away and 
downward with low orbit and increased speed.  

• The spent Titan-II stage (target) was dumping its residual propellant, causing it to move around in 
various directions relative to the Gemini.  

• There were only two running lights on the Titan-II stage (target), which made it hard at times for 
astronaut to determine its orientation.  

• There was no radar on board Gemini 4 to give a precise range to the target, so the astronauts had to 
rely on their visual depth perception to estimate the range, and this differed for the two men.  
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2.2. Gemini IX-A, 1966 [2], (Figure-1). 
 

 Problem:  
The conical nose shroud failed to separate from Augmented Target Docking Adapter (ATDA), the 
two pieces hanging agape at the front like a giant, open jaw (Figure-1).  
 

 Root cause: 
The shroud’s explosive bolts had fired but, because the quick disconnect lanyards that were designed 
to unlock the electrical connectors to the explosive bolts had not hooked up, the electrical wiring to 
the bolts held the two 1-1/2-inch-wide steel shroud retaining bands together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The reason for the lanyards' condition was soon discovered: the shroud to be attached to the Agena 
second stage, but the Air Force decided at the last minute that Atlas could achieve the desired orbit 
without NASA's second stage. This dropped NASA out of the launch and meant that the ATDA and 
fairing would be installed directly on Atlas not Agena. These last-minute changes brought errors and 
dangling straps taped under the small fairings that protected the explosive bolts. 

 
2.3. Soyuz-6/ 7 / 8, 1969 [3], (Figure-2). 

 
 Problem:  

Soyuz—8’s docking approach to Soyuz-7 began at 250 km, with a series of orbital manoeuvres that 
let to Igla rendezvous system onboard both spacecraft acquiring the opposite spacecraft’s signals. 
Unfortunately, at 1 km the Igla system onboard Soyuz-8 failed to lock on its Soyuz-7 target.  
 

 Root cause: 
It was suspected that due to unstable temperature, disparity between the frequencies of the 
transmitters and receivers (stabilized by special quartz resonators) this failure would have occurred. 
The piezocrystals were supposed to be in thermostats at a strictly constant temperature. 
 

2.4. Soyuz 10, 1971 [4], (Figure-3). 
 
During the docking and undocking of Soyuz-10 with Salyut-1 two failures happened. These resulted 
in unsuccessful docking.  
 

a) Soft docking failure:  
During soft docking computer sensed an abnormality in the spacecraft's alignment and began firing 
the attitude control jets to compensate. The automatic control system failed during approach due to a 

Figure-1: The Augmented Target Docking Adapter, or ATDA, as seen from 
the Gemini IXA spacecraft during one of their three rendezvous in Earth 
orbit. Failure of the docking adapter protective cover to fully separate on the 
ATDA prevented the docking of the two spacecrafts. Credits[15] [NASA[14]] 
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serious design oversight. With Soyuz 10 being pushed to one side by the attitude control system, it 
became impossible to achieve hard dock and large quantities of propellant were expended in doing so. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Root cause: 

Investigative commission found that the likely cause of Soyuz 10's failure to dock was a dented 
sleeve on the active part of the docking mechanism. It was found that the sleeve gets bent at 130kg 
force (60% of design). However, the real force of docking was estimated 160 to 200 kg.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Undocking failure:  
A spacecraft first initiates a soft dock by making contact and latching its docking connector with that 
of the target vehicle. Once the soft connection is secured they may proceed to a hard dock where the 
docking mechanisms seal together (air tight), enabling interior hatches to be safely opened so that 
crew and cargo can be transferred. 
 
Soft docking was successfully achieved however, unsuccessful attempts of hard docking made 
cosmonauts to start undocking procedure. The probe stuck in docking cone of space station and did 
not come out.  

Figure-2: Pictorial view of Soyuz 6 taking photographs of docking of Soyuz-7 & Soyuz-8. Credits: 
Spacefacts [16]

Figure-3: View of damaged part of Soyuz 10 probe and drogue 
mechanism Credits: Sven Grahn [17] 
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 Root cause: 

Undocking procedure can start only after successful hard docking. which was not achieved.   
 

2.5. Apollo-14, 1971 [5] , (Figure-4). 
 

 Problem:  
Five attempts were made to dock Command Service Module (CSM) with Lunar Module and all got 
failed. The sixth attempt was a success.   

 
 Root cause: 
• The first possibility is that of a side load being introduced into the torque shaft by the torsion spring 

or by other means; this may cause the ball end of the torque shaft to bind against the cam. This failure 
occurred on another probe during acceptance tests and it was possible to demonstrate this same failure 
on the Apollo 14 probe by applying a side load, but the failure did not occur consistently. 
 

• The second possibility is that some small foreign material may have been lodged in the probe in a 
manner that prevented operation of the mechanism. Burrs from an unknown source were discovered 
in the bore of the tension-tie plug between the plunger and the plug and may have caused the 
problem. A foreign particle might have got inadvertently lodged. 

 
2.6. Soyuz 15, 1974 [6] 

 
 Problem:  

During rendezvous firings, engine was performing exactly opposite to what was intended.  
 
 Root cause: 

The reason for failure was found to be failure of Igla system and initiating false commands. When 
Soyuz was 350 meters from Salyut, Igla thought it was 20km away and turned on the engines as it 
would on a long-range approach. Consequently Soyuz, when passing Salyut at a distance of 7 meters 
was travelling at a relative velocity of 72 kmph. Had the vehicle stuck Salyut it would certainly have 
killed the crew; but this did not happen, because at 20km the approach pattern had induced a small 
amount lateral drift which misaligned the two spacecrafts. After the two failed automated approaches, 
the crew were ordered to shut down Igla and return to the earth. 
 

2.7. Soyuz-23,1976 [7] 
 

 Problem:  
At 4.5km from the Salyut station Soyuz reported strong lateral fluctuations and with further 
movement Soyuz started moving away from Salyut. 
 

 Root cause: 
It was a docking system electronic failure. Sensors indicated an incorrect lateral velocity, causing 
unnecessary firing of the thrusters during rendezvous. 
 

2.8.  Salyut-7, 1985 [8], (Figure-5 & 6). 
 

 Problem:  
a surge of current in the electrical system, which led to the tripping of over current protection and the 
shutdown of the primary radio transmitter circuits. The backup radio transmitters were automatically 
activated. Instead of understating the situation and review by specialists mission controllers decided 
to reactivate the primary radio transmitter. Considering the over current protection had tripped 
accidentally, and if not, then it should still be functional and should still activate if there really 
was a problem. The controllers, acting against established tradition and procedures of their office, 
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sent the command to reactivate the primary radio transmitter. Instantly, a cascade of electrical shorts 
swept through the station, and knocked out not only the radio transmitters, but also the receivers. An 
entirely new set of docking techniques were developed as a repair mission, and this was done under 
a project titled “docking with a non-cooperative object”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure-4: View of Probe and drogue docking mechanism of 

Apollo-14, Credits: Wikimedia [18] 
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 Root cause:  
A single faulty sensor was determined to be the cause of the station’s descent into a frozen darkness. 
It was a sensor which monitored the state of charge of battery number four. The sensor was designed 
to shut down the charging system when the battery to which it was connected was full, in order to 
prevent overcharging that battery. Each of the seven primary batteries and the single backup battery 
had such a sensor and any one of the sensors- primary or backup- had the authority to shut down the 
charging system. Single backup battery had such a sensor and any one of the sensors - primary or 
backup - had the authority to shut down the charging system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.9. Kvant-1, 1987 [9], (Figure-7). 
 

 Problem:  
Kvant-1 achieved soft docking without any incident, but hard docking failed. For 
some reason the docking probe retraction system failed to engage the capsule latches to pull. 
Kvant-1 was into dockin ring of Mir’s aft port. Looking out of the viewing ports of Mir, the 
cosmonauts were unable to find the anything obviously wrong  
 
Root cause: 
The crew conducted an emergency EVA to investigate the problem. The crew found a piece of debris, 
probably a trash bag, which might be left by Progress 28. This has caused jamming inside of docking 
mechanism.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure-6: A depiction of the rendezvous and docking with a non-cooperative object procedure 

employed for SoyuzT-13: Arstechnica [20] 

Figure-5: The view of Salyut 7 from Soyuz T-13 
(rescue) after undocking and beginning the journey 
home, Credits: Spacefacts [19]
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2.10. Progress M-34, 1997 [10], (Figure-8). 
 

 Problem:  
The spacecraft Progress-M-34 re-approached Mir under manual control, Tele Operated Rendezvous 
Control System (TORU), in a test intended to establish whether Russia could 
reduce the cost of Progress missions by eliminating the Kurs automated docking system. the crew 
began the TORU test under remote control conditions. Progress slammed into a solar array and 
ricocheted into the Spektr module, rocking the entire station. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Root cause: 
NASA astronaut Thomas Stafford headed an investigation (known as the Stafford Commission) 
whose findings showed Mir’s crew had done all that it could. The Stafford Commission concluded 
following root cause for this failure  

Figure-7: The view of Kvant-I attached to Mir space 
station, Credits: NASA [21] 

KVANT-

Mir 

Figure-8: View of Progress M34 colliding with Mir space 
station, Credits: Youtube [22] 

Progress M-34 

Mir 
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• Manoeuvre were performed outside of radio contact with the ground, making it impossible for the 
Russian Federal Space Agency Mission Control Centre (TsUP) to use its controls or data readings to 
assist the crew.  

• Mir was not equipped with docking simulators, so Tsibliyev had not rehearsed the docking in more 
than four months, leaving his docking skills degraded.  

• The poor lighting conditions resulted Progress’s camera difficult to differentiate Mir from the 
background of Earth’s clouds.  

• Progress-M 34 had been overloaded, thus displacing its centre of gravity. The spacecraft’s response 
to Tsibliyev’s commands therefore differed from the responses TsUP had predicted.  

 
2.11.  Progress M-06M, 2010 [11], (Figure-9). 
 
 Problem:  

The spacecraft aborted the docking procedure after a critical communications error.  
 

 Rootcause: The most likely cause of the aborted docking was traced to the activation of the TORU 
"Klest" TV transmitter, which created interference with TORU manual rendezvous system, causing a 
loss of the TORU command link between spacecraft and the ISS that triggered the abort of the 
Progress docking. The Russian flight control team later confirmed that the KURS system operated 
normally during the aborted docking attempt and did not fail, as was initially believed. 

 

2.12. Progress M-15M, 2012 [12], (Figure-10). 
 

 Problem:  
Progress M-15M undocked from the Pirs Docking Compartment and tried to 
perform a re-rendezvous to test the new Kurs-NA navigation antenna. The re-docking was aborted 
after equipment aboard the Progress spacecraft failed a self-test.  
 

 Rootcause: 
A likely cause for the aborted rendezvous was pointed at lower than expected temperatures on 
Progress M-15M’s Kurs-NA system.  
 

2.13. Soyuz TMA-19M, 2015 [13], (Figure-11). 
 

 Problem:  
Just few meters from the station, the Kurs automated rendezvous system suddenly aborted the 
approach and fired attitude-control thrusters, forcing the ship away from the station.  

Figure-9: View of Progress M-06M approaches the 
ISS again for docking, Credits: NASA [23] 

Figure-10: View of Progress M-15M spacecraft moving 
away from the International Space Station, Credits: 
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 Root cause: 

The investigation narrowed down a culprit in the failure of the DPO-B No 20 attitude-control thruster 
for the aborted automated rendezvous between the Soyuz TMA-19M. This small engine is a part of 
the two independent engine clusters known as Circuit 1 and Circuit 2. Distributed around the ship's 
instrument module, both groups of small engines are used to fine-tune the spacecraft's orientation in 
space and to conduct low-thrust manoeuvres. The particular engine provides a sideway thrust along- 
Y axis in the ship's coordinate system. 

 
2.14. Dragon, 2017 [14], (Figure-12). 

 
 Problem:  

A SpaceX Dragon cargo ship packed with nearly three tons of supplies aborted its rendezvous to the 
International Space Station due to a navigation glitch.  
 

 Root cause:  
The Dragon spacecraft’s navigation system works by comparing position data derived from the GPS 
satellites to determine the range, direction and closing rate between the visiting supply ship and the 
space station. 
 
The spacecraft ran into trouble processing GPS navigation data due to an incorrect value in the 
spacecraft’s Relative Global Positioning System which basically tells Dragon’s computers, for its 
burn plan, where it is in the sky relative to the International Space Station. So, rendezvous was called 
off and reattempted on next day.  

 

 
 
 

3. Conclusion 
 
Several problems encountered in RVD missions have been presented. In hindsight, these problems are 
eminently preventable with robust design, meticulous planning, detailed testing, elaborate simulations and 
precise execution. The following observations can be useful towards achieving successful RVD mission. 
 
  

Figure-12: View of moments before docking, 
of Dragon with ISS, Credits: NASA [26] 

Figure-11: View of moments before docking, the 
spacecraft’s automatic docking system Credits: NASA 
[25] 
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3.1. Contamination   
 

The Apollo-14, 1971 & Kvant-1, 1987 faced problem in docking due to jamming of docking   mechanism 
by foreign material. So, to prevent contamination, covers were provided on critical and moving parts of 
mechanism during ground operations and removed before flight.  
 

3.2. Thermal  
 

Some of unsuccessful docking attempts have pointed out that the thermal expansions/ 
jamming/distortions of moving elements may lead failure of docking mechanism as in Progress-15M & 
Apollo-14. 
 
To avoid jamming between two moving elements of docking mechanism, the following preventive 
measures may be considered:  
 
 Thermal analysis of docking mechanism under extreme anticipated temperatures and thermal 

gradients.  
 MOS2  (Molybdenum disulphide) coated for all moving elements to prevent any cold welding  
 Functional test at sub system level at extreme anticipated temperatures 
 Functional test of docking mechanism at thermo vacuum conditions  
 
3.3. Centre of Gravity off set  

 
One of causes for unsuccessful docking of Progress-M 34 was identified as variation in centre of gravity 
of docking spacecraft.  This resulted unaccounted couples and forces during docking.  
Efforts are to be done to keep Centre of Gravity within permissible limits.   
 
3.4. Androgyny 

 
Many of the international dockings failed due to failure of one out of two docking mechanism/ spacecraft. 
The target and chaser spacecrafts had Probe and drogue docking type of mechanism for docking. Failure 
in anyone will lead to unsuccessful docking. 
  
To avoid this, androgyny is being considered in recent docking mechanism designs. Chaser and target 
will have same docking mechanism. Any one will play active part. Even in case of failure in anyone, 
docking can be re attempted with making it passive and other one active.  
 
3.5. Sensor failure 

 
Soyuz 23 mission could not proceed with docking because of large lateral distance caused by failure of 
one of rendezvous sensor failure.  
 
To make rendezvous more reliable following checks should be ensured  
 Testing of all rendezvous and docking sensor with simulation of hold points  
 Identify the failures modes for all sensors.  
 
3.6. Over look of assembly procedures and non-conformances 

 
Gemini IX-A, 1966 could not start rendezvous as the conical nose shroud failed to separate. 
 
To make rendezvous more reliable, following checks may be looked into: 
 
 Strict adherence to procedures and any changes/deviation to be implemented only after due 

acceptance procedure.   
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 All non-conformances to be reviewed by respective review boards for acceptance  
 
3.7. Interference of transmitters and sensor measurement  

 
Docking TV transmitter, which created interference with manual rendezvous system, causing a loss of the 
command link between ProgressM-06M spacecraft and the ISS that triggered the abort of the Progress 
docking 
 
To avoid similar anomalies in any rendezvous and docking mission, the validation of sensors for 
rendezvous from far range to close range in flight simulated conditions need to be carried-out.   
 
3.8. Contingency plan  

 
Soyuz TMA-19M and Dragon, 2017 faced rendezvous problems due to anomalies in mission but 
achieved success later because of systematic execution of contingency plans. This alerts us to the 
requirement of drawing up detailed contingency plans for all phases of the mission.  
 
Acknowledgement: The authors thank Group Director (SSQG, RQA), Deputy Director (RQA), Program 
Director (IRS-SSS), Associate Director (URRSC) and Director, U R RAO Satellite Centre (URRSC) for 
their valuable support in writing this paper.  
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Conference Website: www.robotics2018.tuiasi.ro  
 
General information: 
 
It is our pleasure to invite you to ROBOTICS 2018, organized by "Gheorghe Asachi" 
Technical University of Iasi, Romania, during September 20 - 21, 2018. The conference aims 
at bringing together under a unique forum, scientists from academia and industry to discuss 
the state of the art and the new trends in robotics and to present recent research results and 
prospects for development in this rapidly evolving area. 
 
All materials must be written in English. Submitted papers will undergo a peer review 
process, coordinated by the International Program Committee. All the selected and 
presented papers will be published in IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and 
Engineering (ISI Web of Science). 
 
 
Organized by: 
 
”GHEORGHE ASACHI” TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF IASI  
FACULTY of MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
FACULTY of AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
 
With the support of: 
ROBOTICS SOCIETY of ROMANIA - SRR 
 
 
Important deadlines: 
 
March 18, 2018:     Submission of papers 
May 15, 2018:     Notification of acceptance 
June 15, 2018:  Final camera ready manuscript and registration of at least one 

of the authors 
September 20 – 21, 2018:  Conference 
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